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Ionizing radiation induces a variety of DNA lesions, including single and double strand breaks. Large energy
deposition precisely localized along the ion track that occurs in the case of heavy ion irradiation can lead to complex
types of DNA double strand breaks in exposed biological material. The formation of nuclear double strand breaks
triggers phosphorylation of histone H2AX, which can be microscopically visualized as foci in the γ-H2AX assay.
Studies with a carbon ion beam are being carried out at the Heavy Ion Laboratory of the University of Warsaw.
The γ-H2AX assay as a method of measuring the biological response of cells irradiated with 12C ions as well as
the frequency cluster size distributions obtained in the nanodosimetry experiment at HIL will be presented.
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1. Introduction

Research in the �eld of the biological e�ect induced by
heavy charged particles is needed for radiotherapy and
space radiation protection (as reviewed by Durante [1]).
The main reason for using protons and heavier ions in
tumour therapy is their physical depth-dose distribution
in tissue, characterized by a small dose at the entrance
and a distinct maximum (called the Bragg peak) near the
end of the range. Carbon beams, used in hadron therapy,
have the additional advantage of a markedly increased
biological e�ectiveness characterized by enhanced ioniza-
tion density in the individual tracks of the heavy parti-
cles, where DNA damage becomes clustered and therefore
more di�cult to repair [2].
In response to radiation-induced double strand breaks

(DSBs) histone H2AX phosphorylation is induced and
the concentration of DNA repair proteins to the dam-
aged chromatin starts. The γ-H2AX assay allows for
visualization of formed foci and therefore was used as a
method of measuring the biological response of cells irra-
diated with 12C ions at the Heavy Ion Laboratory of the
University of Warsaw (HIL). The number of foci can be
an indicator of the deposited dose.
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The probability of DSB forming by carbon ions has
been experimentally simulated by nanodosimetry method
based on use of the Jet Counter. The ionization cluster
size distribution, ICSD, created by 70 MeV carbon ions at
nanometre size comparable to a short segment of DNA
molecule was measured. The �rst moment of ICSD as
well as the cumulative probability distribution for cluster
sizes of 2 and higher were determined. These parameters
are the candidates for the new descriptors of radiation
damage at DNA level [3].

2. Materials and methods of irradiation

2.1. Irradiation facility

The experimental setup has been described previ-
ously [4, 5] and therefore only a short review is presented
here. The HIL cyclotron allows for acceleration of al-
most all types of ions which can potentially be used in
heavy-ion tumour therapy. The accessible setup provides
the possibility to irradiate biological samples under phys-
iological conditions by ions at energies corresponding to
the Bragg peak. In described investigations a 12C ion
beam was used. A schema of the facility for radiobiolog-
ical (in a straight line) and nanodosimetry (jet counter
at an angle of 45◦) studies is shown in Fig. 1.

2.1.1. Setup for nanodosimetry
The nanodosimetric measurements were performed at

the jet counter facility using the single-ion-counting
method. The ICSD spectra were measured based on
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the setup with the horizontal
beam line for radiobiological and nanodosimetry studies
at HIL.

Fig. 2. Jet counter � schematic view. IC � interac-
tion chamber, R � gas reservoir, PZ � piezoelectric
valve, C � collimator.

counting the number of ionizations in coincidence with
the ionizing particle (carbon ion) after passing through
the simulated nanometric volume. A schematic view of
the jet counter device is presented in Fig. 2.
A simulated nanometre-sized site (SNS) is obtained in

the device by pulse expansion of nitrogen (which leads
to a nitrogen jet) to the volume of the interaction cham-
ber (IC). By analogy with experimental microdosimetry,
it is assumed here that the interaction of ionizing parti-
cles in nanometre-sized biological structures can also be
studied in gaseous volumes if the volume sizes, expressed
in mass per area, are comparable to those of the real
radiation-sensitive biological targets.
The volume of the IC is of cylindrical shape, 10 mm

in diameter and 10 mm in height, walled by 1 mg/cm2

mylar. The nitrogen jet is created by the pulse-operated
valve (PZ) which injects nitrogen from a gas reservoir (R)
through a nozzle with an ori�ce 1 mm in diameter to
the IC. The nitrogen gas density (and, in particular, its
maximum which de�nes the SNS) was determined and
controlled in an electron-transmission experiment, using

electrons with known energy and known total scattering
cross-section (for details see Bantsar [6]). Carbon ions are
focused by a movable collimator (C) of 3 mm height and
1 mm width that can move along the axis of the carbon
beam by a distance of up to 5 mm from the centre of
the cylinder of the IC. Nitrogen molecules in the gas jet
are ionized by single carbon ions passing the sensitive
volume by forming ionization clusters of di�erent sizes
ICSD. All ions created after ionization are extracted by
an electric �eld created by grids 1 and 2, and guided to
an ion detector for counting. Nanodosimetry of 76 MeV
carbon ions, approximately of the same energy as used for
radiobiological experiment, was performed. The results
in form of ICSD spectrum are discussed in Sect. 3.2.

2.1.2. Setup for radiobiological studies
At the setup with a horizontal beam line for radiobio-

logical studies an independent Si-detector system is used
for beam diagnosis and monitoring. One of the detectors
is applied to monitor particle �ux by the intensity of the
scattered particles and a second is used to measure the
particle �ux at the position of the cell container [4].
In order to obtain a homogeneous radiation �eld over

the area of 1× 1 cm2 of the exit window, the ion beam is
passively spread out by a gold foil. The �rst silicon detec-
tor is placed in the scattering chamber at an angle of 20◦.
It ensures on-line beam monitoring during the exposure
in addition to counting individual particles for dosimetric
purposes. The beam passes through a 1.8 m horizontal
beam line and lets into the air by a 2.3 mg/cm2 havar
exit window. Ions pass through an air layer and reach a
Petri dish with the biological sample or alternatively the
second detector. This is a surface barrier detector fas-
tened outside the exit window to an x-y-z stepping mo-
tor that moves across a two-dimensional array in 1 mm
steps on the 1 × 1 cm2 area of the beam to determine
the distribution of the scattered ion intensity. The beam
dosimetry is based on single-particle counting. The mea-
sured �ux of the ions registered by the 0◦ detector in the
air, outside the exit window, is proportional to the count
rate of the 20◦ detector registering scattered ions in the
chamber. The measured relation of the number of ions
reaching the detector at an angle of 20◦ to the number of
ions registered at 0◦, taking into account the type of ions
and their energy, is used to calculate the total �uence of
carbon ions as well as the dose deposited in the biological
material [7].

2.2. γ-H2AX foci as a marker of DNA double strand
breaks

The homogeneity of the ion beam and the number of
ions hitting the cell container were veri�ed experimen-
tally by the γ-H2AX assay. It is well-known that irradia-
tion of cells with 12C ions, characterized by extremely lo-
calized energy deposition, leads to complex types of DNA
double strand breaks in the exposed material. These
breaks represent a severe form of DNA damage because
they result in chromosomal aberration [8] and are pow-
erful inducers of cell death by apoptosis [9].
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DSBs are induced linearly with radiation dose and
apart from ionizing radiation only a few other environ-
mentally relevant agents or processes are known to gener-
ate signi�cant levels of them [10]. Double strand breaks
within seconds to minutes following exposure to ioniz-
ing radiation activate a signalling pathway, marked by
phosphorylation of histone 2AX (H2AX) [11]. Phospho-
rylated H2AX (designated as γ-H2AX) is rapidly accu-
mulated at sites of DSBs [12] and, therefore, can be
microscopically visualized as foci by immunocytochem-
istry [13]. Phosphorylation of H2AX provides an ideal
functional marker to measure the induction of DSBs
caused by radiation [14]. On the other hand, this marker
can be used as an indicator of the dose.

2.2.1. Cell line and culture conditions
Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO-K1) have been used

as a suitable biological system for our studies. The se-
lected cell line has an adhesion ability, which is important
in view of the irradiation, when the dish with the cells
is vertically mounted. The cells were incubated in a hu-
midi�ed atmosphere at 37◦C with 5% CO2. Biological
samples were cultured in a medium containing 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS), 1% penicillin and streptomycin.
Prepared samples were exposed to ionising radiation

of high linear energy transfer (LET) 12C ions. Irradi-
ated cells were placed back in the incubator for 30 min.
Then samples were �xed in 2% formaldehyde and pro-
cessed for the γ-H2AX assay. Next, the cells were
mounted with Vectashield mounting medium for �uo-
rescence with DAPI (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,
CA, USA). The number of ion tracks registered in indi-
vidual cells was counted under a NIKON TI Eclipse A1
confocal microscope.

3. Results

3.1. Radiobiological studies

Representative images of cells processed for the γ-
H2AX assay are shown in Fig. 3. Part (a) of the �gure
presents a non-irradiated cell with a spontaneous focus.
It is a single focus located in the centre of the nucleus.

Fig. 3. CHO-K1 cell nuclei processed for the γ-H2AX
assay: (a) control cell and (b) irradiated cell. Both cells
are viewed from above and in cross-section.

In contrast with the control cell, in Fig. 3b a cell irra-
diated with 70 MeV 12C ions is shown. Foci patterns
extending across the entire nucleus, along the tracks of
carbon ions, are clearly visible. The arrangement of the
foci pattern maps the traces of three carbon ions that
passed through the cell nucleus.

3.2. Nanodosimetry of carbon beam

The ionization cluster size distributions ICSD obtained
in the experiment with 76 MeV carbon ions that passed
the centre of the IC in molecular nitrogen with areal den-
sity Dρ = 0.32 µg/cm2 are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Cluster size ionization spectra, Pv, for 76 MeV
carbon ions crossing centrally 0.32 µg/cm2 diameter
cylindrical sensitive volume. Experimental results and
Monte Carlo �ts. Explanation of the plots seen at left
lower corner.

Using the scaling procedure presented by Gross-
wendt [15], our SNS with Dρ = 0.32 µg/cm2 in nitro-
gen corresponds to 2.2 nm in liquid water (1 g/cm3).
Based on ICSD spectra the new descriptors of the radia-
tion damage for DNA scale are derived, namely the mean
cluster size, M1, created at 2.2 nm track segment equal
to around 7 and cumulative probability, Fk, for multiple
breaks equal to about 1. The results are seen in Table.

TABLE

Results of the derived values (from ICSD
spectrum seen in Fig. 4) of mean clus-
ter size M1 and cumulative probability
F2 for 76 MeV carbon ions crossing the
0.32 µg/cm2 diameter sensitive volume.

E [MeV] M1 F2

76 7.0 0.98

4. Discussion and conclusion

High LET radiation induces complex DNA damage, a
class of DNA lesions that includes two or more individual
types of lesions within one or two helical turns of the
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DNA [16]. DNA sensing proteins localize to the sites of
DNA DSB resulting in the formation of microscopically
visible nuclear domains referred to as radiation-induced
foci in the γ-H2AX assay [17].
Carbon ions penetrating through a nanometric track

segment about 2.2 nm at unit density (comparable with
DNA diameter) produce around 7 ionizations within the
single carbon ion track [5]. The probability of the cre-
ation of the complex DSB damage is described by the
cumulative probability F2 for creation two or more les-
sions and is close to 1 as seen from Table. In general, this
amount of ionizations is enough to produce complex dam-
age in DNA strain breaks if it hits directly the DNA helix.
Therefore, the γ-H2AX assay shows many foci, statisti-
cally distributed within one track as seen in Fig. 3, creat-
ing very good visible patterns in the nucleus of the cell,
re�ecting ion traces. Unfortunately, through the non-
speci�city of the method, the number of DSBs formed
in the cell nucleus cannot be accurately determined and
therefore the γ-H2AX assay is not an ideal quantitative
indicator of dose.
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